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Bibliographic Notes

Tziralis and Tatsiopoulos [TT06], Wolfers and Zitzewitz [WZ04, WZng], and Berg and Rietz [BR03] provide excellent surveys of prediction market research. Masse maintains an extensive web portal on prediction
markets [Cen], and many other good web resources exist [MW, MyW, Md]. A number of popular press articles [Arca] and books, most notably Surowiecki’s [Sur04], discuss prediction markets and their applications
in business, forecasting, and decision making. Prediction markets have been used or proposed as tools to help
companies [CP02, Plo00] , scientists [Han95], policy makers and decision makers [BR03, Han99, HT06],
the government [Han03], and the military [PHLI03, Arcb, WZ03].

1.1

Empirical Studies

Rhode and Strumpf [RS04] look at the historical record of US Presidential betting markets dating back more
than a century.
A number of studies investigate forecast accuracy and trader behavior on the Iowa Electronic Market [Mar], one of the longest-running active prediction markets. Berg et al [BFNR01] surveys this work.Forsythe
et al [FNNW92, FRR99] develop the marginal trader theory. Oliven and Rietz [OR04] show that accuracy
persists even in the face of irrational and mistake-prone traders. Pennock et al [PDGG02] evaluate IEM and
other prediction markets according to the logarithmic scoring rule.
Other empirical studies examine markets on TradeSports.com [Tra], an Irish betting exchange. Wolfers
and Zitzewitz [WZ06] perform regression analysis against prices in a 2003 market designed to predict Saddam Hussein’s ouster in order to draw inferences about the projected effect of the US war in Iraq on economic indicators like oil prices and the S&P 500 stock market index. Wolfers and Zitzewitz [WSZ07] use
similar techniques to tease out the relative economic effects of electing a Democrat versus a Republican US
President. Borghesi [Bor06] finds evidence of under-reaction to information in TradeSports’s US National
Football League markets. Tetlock [Tet04, Tet06] finds evidence that, on TradeSports, the finance-related
markets are more efficient than the sports-related markets, and that, counterintuitively, the less liquid markets are more accurate than the more heavily-traded markets.
Perhaps surprisingly, even play-money market games1 designed to predict everything from Oscar winners to whether P=NP to natural disasters perform well compared to experts and real-money markets [CCMP05,
PLGN01, PLNG01, SSWPG04, SS03, MDF+ 05].
The field tests at Hewlett Packard were conducted by Chen and Plott [CP02, Plo00].
A common concern is that prediction market prices may be manipulated by wealthy traders with ulterior
motives. Rhode and Strumpf [RS06] analyze both controlled and uncontrolled manipulation attempts in real
markets and find that the effects of manipulations are for the most part minimal and short lived. Hanson
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and Oprea [HO04] theorize that manipulators—like noise traders—can actually help market liquidity and
accuracy. Hanson et al [HOP06] find that markets appear robust to manipulation in a laboratory setting.
Most markets are designed to allocate resources or risk, not explicitly designed to elicit forecasts.
Nonetheless, traditional financial markets [SGT96, JR96, Fig79, Rol84, Hay45] and sports betting markets [Ali77, DPL+ 03, GDBZ98, Ros65, SW02, Sny78, TZ88, Wei65] have a long history of providing very
accurate forecasts. In fact, it is largely on the basis of this track record that researchers have thought to turn
market design inside out and consider creating markets solely or primarily for the purpose of generating
predictions.

1.2

Laboratory Experiments

Sunder [Sun95] reviews a number of laboratory experiments involving prediction markets.
Plott and Sunder [PS82, PS88] and Forsythe and Lundholm [FL90] conducted a seminal series of laboratory experiments to test rational expectations theory. In most experiments, the behavior of participants
trading in a continuous double auction was characterized more closely by rational expectations theory than
other equilibrium concepts like classical Walrasian theory. Plott et al [PWY97] show similar positive results
when participants wager in a parimutuel market instead of trading in a continuous double auction.
Christiansen [Chr06] studies the effect on accuracy of varying the number of traders in a prediction
market. Ledyard et al [LHI05] show that a market scoring rule market maker supports better information
aggregation when the number of traders per market is low, as would be the case for example in a combinatorial market setting. Guarnaschelli et al [GKP03] show that the so-called winners curse common in one-shot
sealed-bid auctions is not as severe in iterative prediction markets. Chen and Kwasnica [CK06] show that
the design of a security can strongly effect the degree of information aggregation that occurs.
In small, illiquid markets, information aggregation can sometimes fail. Chen et al [CFH01, CFH03]
propose a two stage process that seems to work well for small groups: (1) trade in a market to assess
participants risk attitude and predictive ability; (2) query participants probabilities using the logarithmic
score; (3) compute a weighted average of probabilities, with weights derived from step 1.

1.3

Theoretical Underpinnings

Wurman et al [WWW98] provide a good discussion of mth price and m + 1st price call market auctions
and the incentives of buyers and sellers.
The theory of rational expectations was introduced by Muth [Mut61] and further developed by Lucas [Luc72]. The article by Grossman [Gro81] is a good introductory survey. Several researchers have
studied the existence and non-existence of fully revealing equilibria; see Radner [Rad79] and the references
therein. No-trade theorems [MS82] have their roots in the theory of common knowledge [Aum76, GP82].
Several authors discuss a procedural explanation of rational expectations, showing that repeated announcement of an aggregate statistic of the agents’ beliefs will drive the agents to a consensus, if they begin with
common priors [Han98, MP86, MP90, NBG+ 90]. Jackson and Peck [JP99] describe why the lack of a
price-formation process is a problematic aspect of rational expectations theory. The oft-cited efficient market hypothesis [Fam70] is rooted in rational expectations theory.
Pennock et al [PDGG02] derive a formula connecting price variance to information incorporation in a
prediction market, under an efficient market assumption. Pennock and Wellman [PW01] show that, for two
specific utility functions, equilibrium prices can be viewed as weighted algebraic or geometric means of the
agents’ beliefs, where weights correspond to the agents’ relative risk tolerances. The authors further show
that, if agents update their beliefs based on price feedback, then weights are a combination of risk tolerances
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and confidence judgments. Wolfers and Zitzewitz [WZ05] show that under a large variety of assumptions
about agents’ beliefs and utilities, prediction market prices can be viewed as a form of mean beliefs, backing
up their theory with substantial empirical evidence.

1.4

Computational Aspects

Shoham and Tennenholtz [ST05] develop a theory of non-cooperative computation, deriving several results
characterizing what boolean functions can be computed when the input bits are held privately by rational,
self-interested agents with lexicographic utility functions. Ronen and Wahrmann [RW05] investigate prediction games where a mechanism designer seeks to compute a function of agents’ information, but agents
incur a cost to access their own information. The authors derive mechanisms that pay agents as little as possible to induce them to access and report just enough information to correctly compute the function. Shoham
and Tennenholtz [ST01] explore what functions an auction can compute and examine the communication
complexity of the process. Nisan and Ronen [NR00] and Brewer [Bre99] explore auction scenarios where
agents have bounded rationality due to computational limitations.
The analysis of combinatorial prediction markets follows Fortnow et al [FKPW05]. Bossaerts et al [BFL02]
introduce the combined value trading framework, providing algorithms for clearing prediction markets when
combined orders are allowed. They show that the clearing problem reduces to linear programming and is
polynomial for divisible orders and NP-hard for indivisible orders. The authors also conduct laboratory
experiments showing that allowing combined value trading improves convergence behavior and accuracy in
thin markets. Lin and Vitter [LV91] show that minimizing the number of threshold gates in a neural network
is NP-hard.
The description of compact prediction markets that take advantage of (conditional) independence among
events is based on work by Pennock and Wellman [PW00, PW05]. Their conditions for operational completeness are actually fairly severe, so their results can be viewed as negative characterizations showing the
difficulty of taking advantage of independence in a prediction market setting. This mirrors a long line of
paradoxes and impossibility results that crop up in a wide range of group coordination settings, including
voting, belief aggregation, group decision making, and auctions.
Market scoring rules were introduced by Hanson [Han03, Han06]. Hanson describes how the market
scoring rule market maker is especially well suited for combinatorial prediction markets, and discusses some
of the associated computational challenges. Scoring rules have long been used to measure forecast accuracy [Sav71, WM68]. Dynamic parimutuel markets were introduced by Pennock [Pen04]. Schwarz [Sch05]
shows that a linear market maker is the minimax-optimal discrete market maker algorithm.
The analysis of the computational properties of information markets follows the work of Feigenbaum
et al [FFPS05]. Chen et al [CMC06] examine an extended model where aggregate uncertainty remains in
equilibrium. The result on common expectations at equilibrium follows from a result due to McKelvey and
Page; see Nielsen et al [NBG+ 90] for more details. The market model is based on a model due to Shapley
and Shubik [SS77].
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